
בס״ד

G’mar chatimah tovah.

Looking out at all of your faces (at least the top halves of them)-- and it

is SO GOOD to be here with so many of you again-- I’m reminded of

some of my earliest memories of the High Holidays.  I grew up in a large

synagogue.  I went to preschool there, I was there most Shabbatot, and

like some of the kids who play on our bimah these days, I felt VERY

COMFORTABLE in that building.  But the High Holidays were different.

The physical setup of the building changed to accommodate as many

chairs as possible in the combined sanctuary/social hall situation.  But

more strikingly, there were people EVERYWHERE.  And I’m not so tall

now, but at my kid-sized height, suddenly this place that had felt very

safe was a little bit threatening.  On the High Holidays, I could actually

get lost.  I might run into seemingly a million people before I found one I

knew, and even if I found someone I knew, how would they ever find my

parents amidst the sea of people?
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And the peak of this uneasiness was Yizkor.  During Yizkor on Yom

Kippur, the building reached its highest number of occupants.  It was

just as full during the sermon, actually.  But during the sermon,

everyone sat quietly in their seats.  During Yizkor, latecomers struggled

towards the sanctuary doors, trying to enter in time.  But following a

custom of leaving the sanctuary for Yizkor if you haven’t experienced an

immediate personal loss, a much larger number of people streamed out

of the doors into the narrow hallway.  From my low-to-the-ground

perspective, the flow of people in the hall felt like a river or a

whirlpool-- you just got carried along and hoped you ended up

somewhere you wanted to be.  And then eventually Yizkor ended, and

the waters calmed, and you could hopefully find your family members

or your seat.

And so as a very young child, though I could have told you that I did not

like it, I could not have told you what Yizkor was.  It was strange and

mysterious and a little bit scary.
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But my Jewish education didn’t stop at age 4, fortunately for me and

also for you (this would be a weird sermon otherwise). And so now

after a whole bunch of years of Jewish adulthood plus some rabbinical

training and experience, if someone asked me, “what’s Yizkor?” I’d

probably say something like: “it’s the memorial service, where we recall

loved ones who have died.”

That would certainly be a more useful answer than “the time that

everyone races into the sanctuary and also races out of the sanctuary,”

and it wouldn’t really be wrong.

But also, it would be.  A little bit.

Because if we look closely at the text of the central paragraph of Yizkor,

the words on the page are not about us remembering anyone.

They are: “Yizkor Elohim et nishmat…” “May GOD remember the soul

of…[insert name here].”  It continues: “hin’ni nodevet tzedakah b’ad

hazkarat nishmato.” “I hereby pledge tzedakah in exchange for the sake

of their memory.”
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Now, in some ways, this asking God to remember someone dear to us is

totally par for the course.  Going all the way back to the Torah, one of

the names of Rosh HaShanah is Yom HaZikaron-- the Day of

Remembrance.  Or to put it slightly differently, Memorial Day.

We spent about a third of the musaf amidah on Rosh HaShanah

immersed in Zichronot, Remembrances, wherein we repeatedly asked

God to remember the post-flood promise not to destroy the world, to

remember the covenant with our ancestors, and to remember us with

love and with loyalty.  And it’s not just Zichronot-- this is a huge

underpinning of this whole season: “zochreinu lechayim,” “remember

us for life,” is a phrase that our liturgy has already had us say 33 times

this year (more if you count repetitions of the amidah).  For those of

you who were here on Erev Rosh Hashanah and heard me teach about

this-- I finally did the math.

Like in the Yizkor prayer, in all of that remembering, God is the subject.

We are not remembering, we are asking to be remembered.  And with
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the classical theology, it seems that the idea is that God’s remembering

us will keep us alive for another year.

If God’s remembering us keeps us alive, what exactly are we doing then

when we ask God to remember the dead?

Midrash Tanhuma, dating to approximately the ninth century, helps us

answer this question.  It’s the first reference we have to the idea of the

Yizkor prayer, and it describes the practice of Yizkor as specific to Yom

Kippur.  The midrash comments on a verse from Deuteronomy:

יָת֙ ה' ל ֲאֶׁשר־ָּפִד֙ ַּכֵּפ֩ר ְלַעְּמ֨� יְִׂשָרֵא֤

“Absolve Your people Israel, whom You redeemed, Adonai.”

Now this verse seems somewhat straightforward, but the rabbis notice

that the Israelite people are referred to twice: once as “Your people

Israel” and once as those “whom You redeemed.”

And so the midrash splits this distinction:

ַּכֵּפר ְלַעְּמ� יְִׂשָרֵאל , ֵאּלּו ַהַחּיִים. ֲאֶׁשר ָּפִדיָת , ֵאּלּו ַהֵּמִתים

“Absolve Your people Israel” -- these are the living.
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“Whom You redeemed” -- these are the dead (in this case, the

generation that was redeemed from Egypt but has since died in the

wilderness).

And the midrash continues: “Therefore, we have the practice of

mentioning the deceased on Yom HaKippurim and setting aside

tzedakah on their behalf.  You might think that tzedakah won’t be

effective for them, but we learn that atonement, through tzedakah, can

be sought for both the living and the dead.  From this we learn that

when we set aside tzedakah on their behalf, they are taken out and

uplifted like an arrow from a bow.  They immediately become innocent

and pure before Me, like the moment they were born…”

All of this is obviously tied up in complicated theology about what

happens after death.  It’s not totally clear from where the dead are

“taken out,” or to where they are “elevated.”
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But what this text does make clear is the extent to which the past is not

really past.  Each year, we, the living, pledge to give tzedakah, money for

those who need it, on behalf of our loved ones who have died.  We

explicitly pray that our tzedakah will stir God to remember them.

On a surface level, this makes a whole lot of sense the first time we do

it.  There are different customs as to when we begin saying Yizkor,

immediately after a loss or a year later, but either way, there’s always a

first time.  And it’s not so crazy for us to step in on behalf of our loved

one, to seek closure and forgiveness on their behalf, to try to use our

own behavior to secure atonement for whatever unabsolved wrongs

our loved one committed, to tie up any remaining loose ends of their

moral and spiritual lives.

What’s remarkable is that we do it again the next year.  And the year

after that. We mark Yom Kippur every year, because we make mistakes

every year.  We fail to live up to our potential every year, and so we seek
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forgiveness and a fresh start every year.  But what have our deceased

loved ones done wrong this year, that they would require atonement

again?

The answer to this question, I think, lies in the space between the

words of Yizkor and the experience of Yizkor.

While the words on the page are about God remembering the dead, the

lived experience of Yizkor is really about us remembering.  “I

remember” isn’t really a prayer, it’s just a statement of fact.  But asking

God to remember somehow elevates that sentiment, and so even if the

theology of the text seems a little weird, the experience of

remembering our loved ones and pledging to bring justice, care, and

healing into our world on their behalf is resonant enough that we stick

with it.

An added bonus: the “remembering plus tzedakah” formula works

really well for a whole variety of relationships.  Remembering a fraught
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relationship with someone who could have been more caring, more

righteous, more just?  Giving tzedakah helps bring a tikkun, a

metaphysical repair, for their behavior.  Remembering a loved one who

was deeply kind and generous? Giving tzedakah perpetuates their

behavior even in their absence.

And so even if the theology of the Yizkor liturgy might not hold up

under a microscope, for many of us, the experiential reality of the Yizkor

ritual is sufficiently resonant that it would be a waste to only do it once.

Perhaps that’s how we ultimately wind up with Yizkor not only on Yom

Kippur, but on other holidays as well.  Because even if the text itself is

about God remembering, when we set a holiday table with one fewer

place setting, when someone’s jokes are absent at the seder, when we

buy one fewer lulav, when we recite shecheyanu and give thanks for

being kept alive and sustained and brought to this moment-- how could

we not remember those whom we wish were still here with us?
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But I do think there’s another reason as well, that we come back to this

text each Yom Kippur (and on other holidays in between) and pledge

tzedakah on behalf of our deceased loved ones.

These days, we talk a lot, in the Jewish community but also in society

more broadly, about the importance of being present in the moment.  I

found myself reflecting on this over our musicians-in-residence

weekend gearing up for selichot a few weeks ago. There is something so

powerful and so meaningful about being fully here.  About noticing our

voices and our bodies and keeping the rhythm and carrying the melody

and about the way that doing all of those things means that we can’t

actually do other things at the same time.

And this same kind of presence is also tremendously useful in moments

of anxiety, when listening to my breathing and feeling my feet on the

floor reminds me that I’m not actually being chased by a bear,

regardless of what my nervous system thinks.
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And so I do not mean to disparage the importance of moments of

complete presence.

But Yizkor, in some ways, is the exact opposite of being present in THIS

moment of Yom Kippur.  We’re spending the day pleading for our lives.

We’re trying to avoid distraction from that task by more or less

pretending that we don’t have bodies, or at least that our bodies don’t

demand anything of us.  And then smack in the middle of all of that, we

say Yizkor.  We remember other times, other places, other people who

are not physically in this room with us.  We make a mental note that

puts giving tzedakah on our to-do-list for sometime after Yom Kippur is

over.

This time-travel of Yizkor gives us the opportunity to live with the past,

to learn from the past, to literally have the past shape the future-- as we

pledge future behavior based on memory of the past.
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And I think this mental stretching, this bringing the past alongside us

and imagining the future-- it is just as important and just as sacred as

being here now.

And it’s not just for Yizkor.  The entirety of the Yom Kippur experience is

bound up in inviting our minds to travel through time.  What have I

done this year that I’m proud of?  What have I done this year that I

regret?  How have I changed, how has the world changed, since last

Yom Kippur?  Who do I plan to be in the future?  What kind of world do

I hope to build?

And it’s not just for Yom Kippur, either.  Each time the Torah is taken out

of the ark and held before the community, we’re standing at the foot of

Mount Sinai.  At each Passover seder, we too leave Egypt.

But I do think this remembering and imagining and being here and

there and everywhere all at once offers us something particularly
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important on Yom Kippur.  In Unetaneh Tokef, we praise God by

asserting: “ ַהּנְִׁשָּכחֹותָּכלוְִתְזּכֹר ”, “You recall all that is forgotten.” God’s

memory, as it were, is infinite.  But our brains, our memories, are

certainly finite-- check out the lost and found in the coat closet here if

you need proof of that.  But on Yom Kippur, through Yizkor and beyond,

we may catch a glimpse at recalling the forgotten-- as we remember the

laugh of a loved one we haven’t heard in a decade, and the hurtful

thing we said last week, and the old insult we forgave or didn’t, and the

friends we have lost, and the triumphs we have celebrated, and the

hugs we have given, and the feeling of being a small child, lost in a

crowd during Yizkor.

And so as we make our way through this Yom Kippur, may we truly be

here, present in this moment together in community and in ourselves.

But may we also be wherever else we need to be, bringing our past

along with us to craft our future-- in 5783 and beyond. G’mar chatimah

tovah-- may we be sealed for a good year.
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